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Szigeti on the Violin
Originally published in 1921, this book was written in
an attempt to, 'give the serious teacher and student
the practical benefit of the knowledge acquired during
a lifetime's playing the violin, including mechanical
means and technical procedure as well as the ideas
and ideals of art'. With a wealth of information on the
subject that the modern reader will still find of
practical use today, this book is highly recommended
for inclusion on the bookshelf of anyone with an
interest in the subject. Many of these earliest books,
particularly those dating back to the 1900s and
before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly
expensive. We are republishing these classic works in
affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the
original text and artwork.

The Art of Violin Playing
Violin Technique and Performance
Practice in the Late Eighteenth and Early
Nineteenth Centuries
Reminiscences, insights into great music and
musicians, innumerable tips for practicing violinists.
Includes 385 musical passages.

True Principles of the Art of Violinplaying
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In Violin Secrets: 101 Performance Strategies for the
Advanced Violinist, author and violinist Jo Nardolillo
surveys the cutting edge of current violin technique,
combining tradition and innovation in one volume.
Blending traditional strategies that have produced
generations of legendary performers with modern
ideas, Nardolillo reveals the secrets of today’s most
sought-after master teachers, garnered through her
decade of study at top conservatories across the
nation. With more than a quarter century of
experience teaching at the advanced level, she has
refined and distilled these essential concepts into
clear, concise, step-by-step instructions, complete
with original illustrations and helpful tips. Violin
Secrets is an indispensable resource for any and all
serious violinists. The first chapter tackles the
toughest challenge on the wish list of every
established professional, dedicated student, and
passionate amateur: understanding why immaculate
intonation is so difficult (and exploring ways to
achieve it). Further chapters address the advanced
techniques of fingerboard mapping, mastering
spiccato, controlling vibrato, playing into the curve,
small-hand technique, and navigating comfortably in
high positions. An extensive section on practice
strategies blends concepts from learning theory,
sports psychology, and Zen, and the chapter on
artistry offers insight on creating expressive phrases,
connecting with the audience, and developing a
unique artistic voice. Violin Secrets examines
overcoming performance anxiety, choosing the right
music editions, being a strong section player in an
orchestra, leading productive chamber music
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rehearsals, and winning auditions. Violin Secrets is
beautifully illustrated with original drawings by T. M.
Larsen, musical examples from the standard
literature, and a violinist’s family tree that traces
these secrets back through to the founding fathers of
violin technique. The Music Secrets for the Advanced
Musician series is designed for instrumentalists,
singers, conductors, composers, and other instructors
and professionals seeking a quick set of pointers to
improve their work as performers and producers of
music. Easy to use and intended for the advanced
musician, contributions to Music Secrets fill a niche for
those who have moved beyond what beginners and
intermediate practitioners need.

Scale System
A must have for all string teachers! As a founding
member of the American String Teachers Association,
Paul Rolland is regarded by many as a seminal figure
in the scholarship of string pedagogy. His insight into
teaching violin fundamentals is supplemented by
numerous illustrations, and his discussion of
intermediate and advanced level playing will provide
any teacher valuable tools to pass on to their
students. 48 pages.

Before the Chinrest
Take a bow and start playing tunes with this friendly
guide! Whether you're an aspiring classical musician
or you just want to fiddle around, Violin For Dummies
will have you making music in not time. This
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interactive book-and-CD-ROM package makes it easy
with step-by-step instruction on everything from
simple tunes to show-stopping techniques. With
coverage of musical styles including classical,
country, and jazz, this is the ultimate guide to the
violin. Discover how to: * Choose the right violin and
accessories * Develop correct violin and bow hold *
Understand the language of music * Play classical,
country, gypsy, and jazz * Tune, change strings, and
perform simple maintenance Get Smart
@www.dummies.com * Find listings of all our books *
Choose from many different subject categories * Sign
up for eTips at etips.dummies.com MP3 files of every
song and exercise from the book. Video clips
demonstrating techniques to help you pick up and
play. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary
materials are not included as part of eBook file.

First Steps in Violin Playing (the Child
Violinist)
First published in 2006. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

The Art of Playing on the Violin.
[Facsimile of 1751 Edition].
Basic Principles of Violin Playing
The volume includes a general introduction,
instruction for the individual exercises, a general
index and an index of musical examples.
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Principles of the Flute, Recorder, and
Oboe
Never before available in English, this classic work is
a major contribution to the art and technique of violin
playing and an important document in the history of
performance practice. A contemporary of Kreutzer
and Rode, Pierre Marie Francois de Sales Baillot
provides in his treatise many insights into the style of
nineteenth-century fingering, bowing, ornamentation,
and expressiveness that are not apparent from the
directions and markings found in scores of that time.
Such information will be invaluable for performers
interested in understanding the intentions of
composers such as Viotti, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,
and Mendelssohn. This complete, unabridged
translation, which includes an extensive introduction
by the translator, Louise Goldberg, and a foreword by
Zvi Zeitlin, will be indispensable for musicologists,
performers, and lovers of eighteenth- and nineteenthcentury classical music.

Violin Playing as I Teach It
The Teaching of Action in String Playing
The 48 Laws of Power
A comprehensive guide to the Suzuki violin literature
containing many illustrations. Widely used
internationally by both teachers and parents, this
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newly revised edition contains musical examples
which have been inserted for all of the suggested
exercises for ease of reference. In addition, an
entirely new chapter has been added called "Practice
Can Be Fun" which includes material from speeches
the author has given at institutes to children, parents
and teachers. There are stories on practicing which
can be read to children.

A Treatise on the Fundamental Principles
of Violin Playing
Ability Development from Age Zero
ViolinMind is a pedagogical method book that focuses
on intonation. It is a transcription for the violin of
CelloMind published in 2017 by Ovation Press, Ltd.
The co-authors of ViolinMind are Hans Jørgen Jensen,
Professor of Cello at the Bienen School of Music at
Northwestern University and Grigory Kalinovsky,
Professor of Music (Violin) at Indiana University Jacobs
School of Music. The mystery of intonation is
dissected by defining the scientific principles behind
it, and providing easy, intuitive examples of the three
main kinds of intonation systems used today: Equal
Temperament, Just, and Pythagorean. Playing with
exquisite intonation has mostly been reserved for
those who possess a strong intuitive sense of pitch
and harmonic color; however, ViolinMind breaks down
this barrier using a highly detailed, systematic
approach, making the process of acquiring a
sophisticated sense of intonation similar to any other
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technical skill. Chapters in the book explore in great
detail topics such as the harmonic overtone series,
the scientific principles behind Cents, the syntonic
comma, the just scales, the Pythagorean comma, the
Pythagorean semitones, advanced sympathetic
vibrations, Tartini tones, and double stops studies in
tritones. All chapters in the book include numerous
practical samples and listening exercises that bridge
the gap between the theory and its application. The
chapters on intonation conclude with practical
examples from the following repertoire: intonation
performance practice in the Bach Sonatas and
Partitas for Violin Solo (BWV 1001-1006), and
intonation performance practice with piano. The
appendices in the book provide detailed explanations
about the Helmholtz intonation chart, the harmonic
series, just intonation, the Schisma, as well as an
illustration of two violin fingerboards from two method
books from the 18th century showing pitch
distribution for just intonation and Pythagorean
intonation respectively.

The Violin
Jack Pernecky, in collaboration with Lorraine Fink,
presents a comprehensive volume on teaching violin.
Teachers of beginners, college pedagogy teachers,
and classroom and studio teachers will all find
pertinent information to expand their tools for
teaching. In addition to extensive coverage of aspects
of technique, the book addresses note reading,
musical form, relationships between repertoire and
scales, practicing effectively, and many other topics.
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Teaching the Fundamentals of Violin
Playing
Basics
Nearly a century after its initial publication, Carl
Flesch's Scale System remains one of the foremost
scale books for violin. This comprehensive collection
of exercises features the 24 major and minor scales,
with emphasis on both double-stops and arpeggios.
With Flesch's exercises, the intermediate player will
progressively master intonation, shifting, rhythm,
string crossing, bow speed and pressure, and tone
production. Initially published as a supplement to
Book 1 of The Art of Violin Playing, Flesch's Scale
System has become the principal scale study for
serious violinists. Carl Flesch (1873-1944) was born in
Hungary and began playing the violin at age seven.
He was a famous chamber musician, instructor, and
solo performer, who mastered repertoire ranging from
Baroque to contemporary works.

Improvising Violin
A New Approach to Violin Playing
A treasure for serious students of the violin, The
Science of Violin Playing contains page after page of
instructive and inspiring wisdom. Best read slowly and
carefully, Bronstein teaches violin playing as both an
art and science, turning his exacting eye and ear to
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every aspect of the instrument.

Principles of Violin Playing and Teaching
Recommended for parents of Suzuki Method®
students. In this sequel to Nurtured by Love, Dr.
Suzuki states that "the fate of the child is in the hands
of his parents." With this book he shows how to create
a warm environment which will encourage any child
to become a happy, loving and talented human being.

Violin Secrets
This volume examines in detail the numerous violin
treatises of the late- 18th and early-19th centuries. It
provides an historical and technical guide to violin
pedagogical method, technique and performance
practice during this period.

The Art of the Violin
Basic Principles of Violin Playing
Known principally as the father of Wolfgang Amadeus,
Leopold Mozart was a distinguished musician in his
own right. An excellent violinist and composer, his
greatest contribution to music was his Treatise on
Fundamental Principles of Violin Playing. Published at
Ausburg in 1756 it was the major work of its time on
the violin and it contains much that is of considerable
interest and value to musicians today: notes on
performance, practice, a glossary of technical terms
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and specific chapters on the playing of written and
improvised embellishments, the trill, and special
rhythmic figures. Copious exercises illustrate each
point made in the text. A Preface--revised for this
edition--offers an illuminating biographical study of
Leopold both as a man and as a musician.

The Dounis Principles of Violin Playing
Teaching the Fundamentals of Violin
Playing
Originally published circa 1700, this is a milestone in
the development of one of the oldest instruments.
Features a new translation, with introduction and
notes, by Paul Marshall Douglass. Includes 23 musical
excerpts, 6 double-page fingering charts, more.

The Science of Violin Playing
Now back in print, this classic book of technique
introduces the Galamian system of violin playing. The
original edition has been preserved without changes.
Galamian's philosophy, principles of teaching, and
practice methods provide astonishing results with
student after student, many of whom achieved world
class status among the field of concert artists and
orchestral concertmasters. Includes a postscript
written by the late Professor Emeritus Elizabeth A.H.
Green.

Violin-making, as it was and is
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Jack Pernecky, in collaboration with Lorraine Fink,
presents a comprehensive volume on teaching violin.
Teachers of beginners, college pedagogy teachers,
and classroom and studio teachers will all find
pertinent information to expand their tools for
teaching. In addition to extensive coverage of aspects
of technique, the book addresses note reading,
musical form, relationships between repertoire and
scales, practicing effectively, and many other topics.

The Technics of Violin Playing
The violin lesson : a manual for teaching
and self-teaching the violin
Violin For Dummies
Celebrated instructor presents his philosophy of
teaching and practice methods, including appropriate
combination of technique and interpretation.
Incorporates aspects of both the Russian and French
schools in an ingenious and logical system.

The Principles of in Violin Fingering
Francesco Geminiani: The art of playing on the violin:
containing all the rules necessary to attain to a
perfection on that instrument, with great variety of
compositions which will also be very useful to those
who study the violoncello, Harpsichord etc. Contains
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24 examples & 12 compositions. Facsimile of the
1751 edition.

Principles of Violin Playing and Teaching
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multimillion-copy New York Times bestseller is the
definitive manual for anyone interested in gaining,
observing, or defending against ultimate control –
from the author of The Laws of Human Nature. In the
book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling”
and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers
have distilled three thousand years of the history of
power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the
philosophies of Machiavelli, Sun Tzu, and Carl Von
Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging
from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws
teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine
the Master”), others teach the value of confidence
(“Law 28: Enter Action with Boldness”), and many
recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15:
Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law, though, has
one thing in common: an interest in total domination.
In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48
Laws of Power is ideal whether your aim is conquest,
self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the
game.

The Art of Violin Playing
This book gives serious violin students the knowledge
of the means by which complete mastery of the
instrument can be acquired in the shortest possible
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time. Those vital and basic principles that have been
left untouched and unexplained by other writers are
presented. The principle of "Dynamic Freedom" or
"Strength - Freedom of Movement" is presented as
the main solution to the physical basis of the
student's manual skill. The student must persist in the
daily application of the principles to attain success.

ViolinMind
Renowned violin instructor Ivan Galamian shares his
innovative methods in this comprehensive text. This
fundamental guide succinctly conveys his "ingenious
and logical" approach to violin mastery and is an
essential tool for teachers and students of all skill
levels.

The Suzuki Violinist (Revised)
Enth. S.1 - 29: The violin and bow - origins and
development / John Dilworth

Principles of Violin Playing and Teaching
The Dounis principles of violin playing :
their meaning and practical application
This book is a comprehensive guide for teaching basic
violin and viola skills. It is also a detailed manual for
the film series "The Teaching of Action in String
Playing," produced by the University of Illinois String
Research Project. The central issue of this four-year
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government grant was the hypothesis that movement
training, designed to free the student from excessive
tensions, can be introduced within an organized plan
of string instruction, and that such a plan, in the long
run, will result in faster learning and better
performance in all facets of instruction. The research
dealt primarily with the violin and viola. However, the
principles and musical materials are also applicable
(with minor adjustments) to the cello and double
bass.

The Cambridge Companion to the Violin
Drawing on the principles of Francesco Geminiani and
four decades of experience as a baroque and classical
violinist, Stanley Ritchie offers a valuable resource for
anyone wishing to learn about 17th-18th-and early
19th-century violin technique and style. While much
of the work focuses on the technical aspects of
playing the pre-chinrest violin, these approaches are
also applicable to the viola, and in many ways to the
modern violin. Before the Chinrest includes illustrated
sections on right- and left-hand technique, aspects of
interpretation during the Baroque, Classical, and earlyRomantic eras, and a section on developing proper
intonation.

A Treatise on the Fundamental Principles
of Violin Playing /by Leopold Mozart ;
Translated by Editha Knocker
(Fretted). Written for the violinist who longs to leave
the confines of the written page, Improvising Violin is
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a comprehensive guide to the art and science of
successful string improvisation. With clear, step-bystep explanations and instructions, acclaimed teacher
and performer Lieberman breaks down all of the
components necessary to master improvisation in
jazz, blues, swing, folk, rock and new age styles,
offering dozens of helpful tips on theory and
technique along the way. Preface by Darol Anger.
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